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ARIMIS:
THE
ART
WITHIIU
YOUR
ART

Students find
the simplicity
of this
Filipino style
a major
attraction

by Brainard Kebbleman

m

#A nornplcte stranger to
the rnattial arts. To him
ttie great rnyslety of karate
training is tl-at such a
relatively smaM number of
kicks, punches, and lilocks
can leaii a man or wtjman
to such prof ciency and
skill. Even more difficult
for the stranger to compichend is ttie unyiekJing
nature of the art. While an
instructor may have students of many different
heights, sees, v^eights,and natural abilities, each
Will learn but one v^ny to
execute the side snap
kick. The rignt v^ay! Technique, in otrer words, is
everything: h karate, the
student IS molten liquid to
be pourtKi ir to the karate
mold.
Kung fu styles are
similar yet different.
20

Typically a kung fu form
contains more movement
and requires more- memorization as a consequence. Like the technique
of a trallet student, tfie
moves of the student of
kung fu will be subjected
to minute criticisms. In
some systems the teachers withhold techniques
and forms until after a stu
dent has tiad many years
of instruction.
it has now become
something of a martial
arts commonplace to sue;
gest that the average Joe
can earn a black belt in |
three years and pos.sibiy
learn to defend himself in
five, ft/lany traditional kung
fu teachers, it would seem,
v/ouid accept a similar
view with regard to kung
fu. sugqer.tmg, perhaps.

Dan DiVito a n s w e r s Mike
Repiogie's left hand reverse
punch (1) with a middle inside block (2), grabs
Repiogie's punch with his
right hand and throws (3) a
left backfist in the ciassicai
karate styie. Presas, confronted with the same punch
(4), offers an amis, but
karate-like, answer. Parrying
with a cross-body
block,
Presas grabs (5) the punch
and (6) throws a back hand
palm strike.

that the timetable should
be doubled or tripled for a
student of the Chinese
arts.
The beginning student
of either karate or kung fu
concerns himself first and

foremost with technique.
Gradually, the student
learns that the most difficult aspect of either art
consists not so much of
the techniques, but the
transitions between those
techniques—the 180degree turns between
blocks, the step before the
jump kick, and so on.
More importantly to selfdefense, the transitions
between techniques must
be mastered before either
karate or kung fu begins
to yield to the student's efforts to free fight without
putting aside his martial
arts "knowledge" and
merely flailing away. This
expiains why a typical
tournament fight so easily

becomes a brawl with
students regardless of
rank, swinging and kicking
with desperate intensity
and a dangerous neglect
of control.
Unfortunately, or perhaps not, most people are
simply not prepared for
the many years of physical
inadequacy that precedes
a competence in either
karate or kung fu. Corrected for every single execution of technique, the
superficialiy interested student ioses interest.
If all this sounds painfully true, then you have
come a step closer to appreciating why so many
martial artists in other
styles have attached them-

selves to the decidedly informal nature of modern
amis as taught by "Professor" Remy Presas.
"The professor doesn't
worry all that much about
your stance," explains Los
Angeles amis student and
tae kwon do black belt,
Dan DiVito. "He just gets
you doing these things he
wants you to do and then
watches until your stance
begins to correct itself.
The people who have trained in other styles understand almost instinctively
why you have to adjust
your stance in amis. You
have to deal with the
balance and reach of your
opponent. Students of
other arts love correcting

D/Wto employs a favorite
kickboxirtg sequence by
roundtiouse kicking (1) to the
back of Repiogie's
thigh,
then foiiowing up with a
roundhouse to the back of
the head (2). Presas makes
use of a siightiy more unorthodox kicking sequence (3)
by landing a crescent kick to
the back of his attacker's
thigh (4), and foiiowing up
with a second kick (5) under
the shouider.
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In this sequence, DiVito
grabs Replogle 's gi (1), turns

clockwise (2), and executes
(3) a judo-like throw. Presas,
attacked by an opponent
with a stick (4), blocks,
secures his opponent's wrist

(5), and (6) throws his at·

tackers.

themselves. And everybody
is surprised by how quick·
Iy Professor Presas actu al·
Iy gets down ·to the busi·
ness of teaching."
How does he get down
to teach ing? He hands out
two 18·inch lengths of rat·
tan, grabs a student in
front of the class, and ar·

ranges hi s arms just the
way he wants them. The
students imitate.
First things first. In·
stead of the horse stance,
the first thing the student
learns in arnis is "the

flow." To Presas, this is
the essence of his martial
art. Quite simply, the flow
is the student's ability to
interact with an opponent.
The professor likes to in·
troduce this concept by
waltzing st udents, one at a
time, around the floor. The
student holds a stick and
Presas holds a stick. The
teacher makes a slashing
motion with his stick as if
it were a sharp sword he
was planning to slash
across the shoulders or
thighs of his student. With
his free iland , the student
deflects the attacking arm
by pushing it to one side,
and th en, with the stick
hand, slices across the at·

tacker's arm. Following
thi s one/two motion, the
defender brings both arms

back to defend the front of
Presas (Jeft) and prodigy Dan
Anderson demonstrate the
striking patterns of amis.

24

his body. By going over
and over these defensive
and countering motions,

the student begins to
develop the eye to hand
coordination necessary to

track the teacher's
movements. As the speed
of the attack is increased ,
the student finds himself
concentrating at a level of
intensity he might once
have thought impOSSible.
"That's it," laughs Professor Presas with obvious
disruptive pleasure. "You
got it!" He stops attacking
and steps back to grin.
"That 's the flow. "
What Presas means, of

course, is that the student
has now experienced

some taste of the hyp·
notic, intense interaction
necessary to excel at aTnis.

When it comes to learn·
ing technique, Presas has
developed a hands·on
method of instruction that,
according to arnis

students Dan DiVito and
Mike Replogle, cancels
almost any need for any·
thing but the most ele·
mentary language.
Continued on page 29
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DiVito steps away (1) (rom a
Replogle punch. He grabs the

wrist (2) and turns it sharply
toward his attacker's face,
forcing the fist backward
against the joint toward the
shoulder (3). Either the 0ppo,
nent will consent to falling

backward or suffer a broken
wrist. In a disa rming move,
Presas steps out (4), snares
the wrist (5), and forc es his
opponent to (6) give up con·
trol of his weapon to the
same wristlock.
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" Having spen t so many
years following th e flow, "
explains Dan Di Vito,
"movement has become

part of his way of life. He
senses when his students
are ti red, bored, thirsty,
whatever. And then he just
modi fies his approach,
find s another way of
teaching his material."
Indeed, wh ile Presas

v~
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typically starts off every
class with sticks, he often
issues ord ers to put th e
sti cks aside. Empty·hand
drills follow t he same

hand drills, and a few
basic stick disarming
tec hniques.
" More than just about

basic motions as the

says top· rated Northwest

sticks travel. Within a few

tourn ament co mpeti tor,

hours, Presas can teach

Fred King, " Professor
Presas has an ability to

50 attentive stud ents the
rudiments of si ngle st ick,
double stick, points of at·
tack and defense, empty·

anybody I've ever seen,"

Without the sticks, the same
movements of arnis can be
transformed into a takedown.
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In boxing (1), the hook punch
is a standard method of at·
tack. Rotation of the shoul·
ders (2) as shown by DiVito ;s
crucial to the success of the
blow (3~ Making use of a
cross-body block, Presas
employs an arnis counter by

fuming his shoulders
dramatically (5) and following
up (6) with an elbow to the
ribs.

transfer his own expertise

kung fu and the directness

in the art of arnis to his
students. It's almost like a
transfusion. Even the
clumsiest student wil l
work with the professor
and look like a skilled
practitioner. What's really
funny is th at at the end of

of modern arnis.
As for Pres as, his own

a long session or seminar

with him, students are
usually walking around
grinning and shaking their
heads because they can 't
believe how much they've
learned in a short time." A
wun hop kuen do kung fu
teacher, King has been .
training with Presas for

about two years. While
King is quick to pOint out
that his prim ary art is the
wun hop kuen do in which
he trained wi th AI
Dacascos, he explains that
he became interested in
a rni s because of having

trained to defend against
clubs, and because he
sensed a sim ilarity be·
tween his own style of
30

fondness for " the flow"
seems to extend beyond
his art to his lifestyle.
Rather than putting down
roots in one city, Presas

has become " a gypsy of
the martial arts," traveling
to major cities and con·

ducting weekend seminars
fo r students at established
martial arts schools-that
seems to suit the Pres as
Con linued on page 8':

ARNIS

Continued from page 30

style. Thi s trai t-the restlessness- goes back, he
admits, to his boyhood in
the Philippines. After having defied the wishes of
hi s parents, Presas left
home at 14 to learn arnis
and th e other marti al arts
he found so much more
attractive than business or
school. By th e time he
finally return ed home, he
was not only skilled in arnis, bu t was a black belt in
both karate and judo as
well. While his father
wanted him to go into
business- and in a way
he has-Remy himself
never wanted to do anything but promote hi s
beloved Filipino art s.
In 1975, having trained
actor Dean Stockwell in arnis for a movie called Th e
Pacific Connection, th e

machinery that would

transport Presas to th e
Uni ted States began slowly to move fo rward.
Jose D. Aspiras,
Secretary of Tourism for
the Phili ppines, helped arrange to send th e teacher
on a world tour to promote
the Fili pino's martial arts.
Teodoro F. Valencia, con sidered "The Father of

Li ke his sticks, the professor has rarely been still
si nce his arrival. He has
taught at police academ ies, instructed elderl y
reside nts of inner cities in

the rudiments of selfdefense with ca nes, um-

brellas, and arn is sticks,
and ingratiated himsel f
wi th esteemed mart ial ar-

"
Presas finally arrived in the
States, a man with a reputation for
'th inking big' in a big country."

Filipino Sport," likewise
lent his support, as did
Colonel Dante Nagdalon,
Presiden t of the Philippine
Karate Association. After

tists al l over the country.
Ernie Reyes, Dan
Anderson, Keith Vitali,
Fred King, are only a
handful of th e well-known

stin ts teach ing arnis in

martial artists who have

Japan and Malaysia,

trained with Presas. And

Presas fin ally arrived in

while many marti al arts

the States, a man with a
reputati on for " thinking
big" in a big country.

teachers insist on style
and personal loyalt ies that
are often difficu lt to

observe, Pres as is not
comfortable with the kind
of re mote egotism that so
often burdens other marti al arti sts of comparable
skills. In fac t, he makes a
point of openl y admiring
not only oth er arts but
other martia l artists as

well.
"All the arts are good,"
says Presas. "A student
who wi ll work hard at his
art will become profi cient
in tim e." People seem attracted to thi s tolerance arnis lovers and practi·

tioners do not seek to
diminish the oth er martial
art s. "Those who understand arni s ca nnot say

anything bad about oth er
arts," Presa s in sists,

" because th ey know th at
arnis co ntain s aspects and

elements of all these other
arts."
Like many, if not most,
marti al arts teachers,

Presas feels more comfortContinued on page 88

ARNIS
Continued trom page 84

able in a showing si tu ation than in circumstances

where he must rel y only on
language. One feels that
thi s would be so even if
Eng lish were his native

tongue.
Classica l karate I for example, makes use of a
high inside bl ock which
could be followed by a
backfist follow up. As part
of the hand technique
taught by Presas, the student learns to deflect an
oncoming right hand
punch with a cross-over

right hand deflection _ Having defl ec ted the punch,
th e left hand now
snatches the punching
forearm as the circling
right hand scores with a
backfist or an open palm
strike delivered with backfi st moti on. "So," explains
Presas, "if yo u know the

high inside bl ock and
backfist of karate, you
know somet hing from arnis as welL"
Where many kung fu
teachers wi ll stress the
" sticky-hands" drill as an
essential part of a
stud ent's training, Presas
makes use of a similar

train ing game by drilling
st uden ts in deflecting
punches either to the outside or inside, grasping
th e atta cking arm, and
delivering a circular strike

or punch. An attacker's
punch can be deflected
either to the attacker's
outside or his in si de. In

either case, the defender
deflects or parries the
punch, grabs it briefly with
hi s other hand, and moves

in wi th a circular backfistlike counter. An opponent
knowlegeable in th is
aspect of arnis can block
the backfist-like counter
and seize the initiati ve.

This back and forth sparCon tinued on page 100
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ring often continues until

the arms of the students
have been all but exhausted. Whereas the
sticky-hands game depends on the unpredictability of an opponent, the
surprising element in the.
arnis drill consists in not

knowing whether your opponent will defect your
punch to the outside or
the inside, and therefore
not knowing how and
where you will be obliged
to block. " Kung fu people
love to learn this part of
arnis," Professor Presas

grins. "They are used to a
similar training approach

and find that this element
of arnis works well with
what they already know."
Gradually, as the arnis
student begins to learn the
disarming techniques, elements of judo and jujitsu
come into play. Playing off
movements similar to

those used in empty-hand
drills-parry to the outside
or inside, grab, and attack
in one continuous circular
motion-the arnis student
soon learns that he is able
to create spontaneous
variations on these dis-

arms that accommodate
his own particular fighting

style. An arnis defender
who has moved in and to
the outside of his attacker
is in a perfect position to
reap or throw an opponent. The defender who
has moved to the opponent's inside is faced with
a whole other realm of
possible follow-ups. Many
of the throws and reaps
are adapted from judo,
while many of the disarming techniques-don 't forget these were initially
created to deal with an
armed and dangerous opponent-rely on joint locks
and bone breaks, themselves variations on ab-

breviated jujitsu techniques.
Boxing is not dissimilar

either. A boxer used to
throwing hook punches
shares something with the
arnis student who is used
to rotating his shoulders
to turn his torso away
from weapon attacks. The
footwork in arnis, too,

resembles the footwork
done by a boxer in that in
each case the leg movements are dictated by a
need for mobile efficiency.
Even kickboxing, with its
unorthodox kicking combinations, shares simi-

larities with the kicking
techniques employed by
Presas and other arnis

students. In place of the
low and high roundhouse

kick combinations favored
by the kickboxer, however,
Presas applies a low
roundhouse kick to the
thigh of an opponent then
follows up with a roundhouse kick to the underside of an opponent's arm,
between his elbow and
shoulder. An attacker with
a dislocated shoulder has
problems.
But these are all ways
of saying that arnis can be
learned quickly by a student with a background in
other martial arts. While
Presas likes to claim that
arnis is a complete art and
that therefore an arnis student need only work in arnis to become a balanced
martial artist, he doesn't
mind at all if a student
wants to learn arnis and
apply it to the martial art
he is already proficient in.
" It all comes back to
the floW," explains Presas.

airports with duffel bags
filled with rattan sticks,
Pres as showed signs of
wanting to settle down. To
the disappointment of his
Los Angeles friends, however, Presas recently
returned to San Francisco,
the city perhaps most in
harmony with the professor's flow. Even so, it is
not so much his home as
his base of operations.
This summer, his base
of operations promises to
be the beautiful Northwest. In conjunction with
the International Arnis
Federation, Presas and his
friend Fred King plan to
discover how much arnis
and seli-defense can be
taught and learned in what
King described as "three
straight weeks of hard outdoor training and fun. "
Though it will be possible to sign up for a week
at a time, Presas explains

"By developing the flow, the
student is gaining the ability to
experiment. He will learn to find
out what works for him."
" By developing the flow ,
the student is gaining the
ability to experiment. He
will learn to find out what
works for him. I show the
student many steps, show
how arnis is a part of the
other arts. But when it
comes time for the student to apply his art, he
will be ready to make his
own decision. If he likes to
use a side kick from a certain position, he should
use the kick. He has learned the flow and so maybe
he has become the best
martial artist he could become. He has to learn to
go with the flow. "
Certainly, the flow
moves strongly in the
teacher. For a time it looked as though Presas might
settle in Los Angeles after
about seven years of living
an itinerant's life. After
years of hanging around at

that "the student who is
able to come for the entire
three weeks shouid be
able to learn enough of
the basics of arnis to
return home and begin
teaching the art, slowly
and a little at a time, to
those who want to learn."
Interested parties may
write to the International
Arnis Federation, 4241 SE
Hawthorne, Portiand,
Oregon 97215.
For those who won't be
able to make it to the cool
Pacific Coast this summer,
one parting recommendation. Keep your eyes open

at airports. Remy Presas
will teach his art almost
anywhere, and alertness
brings some strange
rewards sometimes. In this
case, it might be worth a
free lesson in arnis just

the other side of the baggage claim area.
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